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SUMMARY 

The report presents the microstructure and mechanical properties of 3D printed Inconel 718 to assess its 

potential use as a structural material for the Transformation Challenge Reactor (TCR). The structural 

components near the outlet of the core will experience significant neutron fluxes and outlet coolant 

temperatures from the hot standby temperature of 300°C to nearly 550°C at the center of the part. These 
components must support the core in appropriate loading conditions and require structural analysis at 

relevant temperatures. Strong spatial and chemical heterogeneity was found in as-built (ASB) Inconel 

718. Three heat treatments were designed and conducted to simplify the microstructure and determine 
how each precipitating phase contributed to the overall strength. Baseline mechanical properties were 

measured from uniaxial tensile tests on subsize SS-J2 specimens at room temperature and at elevated 

temperatures of 300, 450, and 600°C. Microstructure electron microscopy was performed on ASB Inconel 
718 and heat treated to correlate the observed mechanical properties with nanoscale features. 

Homogenization of the microstructure led to a highly ductile Inconel with lower strength compared with 

wrought Inconel 718. The tensile properties of additively manufactured 718 using a standard ASTM-

recommended heat treatment were consistent with literature and with the ASTM for the properties of this 
alloy. A higher fraction of the δ phase led to shorter uniform elongation without altering other engineering 

properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Structural materials used in the development of high-temperature advanced reactors face many 

challenges, including irradiation effects, corrosion, and strength at temperatures ranging from 500 to 
700°C [1]. Ni-based superalloys are a primary candidate alloy class for advanced reactor applications 

because of their intrinsic resistance to creep, their adequate resistance to corrosion, and the ability to tailor 

the microstructure for high strength [2]. These high-strength Ni-based alloys gain their strength primarily 

through solid solution strengthening and/or secondary precipitating phases in the lattice [3, 4] in the form 
of intermetallic phases—δ, γʹ, or γʹʹ—or in a carbide phase. The poor machinability and extensive work 

hardening of Ni-based superalloys [5, 6] make them an attractive option for additive manufacturing (AM) 

to produce geometrically complex components with distinct microstructures while reducing the overall 

cost and shortening the supply chain.  

Inconel 718 is a candidate alloy for several structural elements for the Transformation Challenge Reactor 

(TCR) below the core. Consistent with the overall expectation for superalloys in a nuclear reactor 

environment, superalloy 718 is compatible with the reactor coolant and in-vessel materials for TCR. The 
structural components near the core outlet will experience significant neutron fluxes and outlet coolant 

temperatures from the hot standby temperature of 300°C to nearly 550°C at the center of the part. These 

components must support the core in appropriate loading conditions and require structural analysis at 
relevant temperatures. For the TCR program, laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is used to build parts 

through the sequential application of thin layers (20–100 μm) of metal feedstock powder melted by a 

scanning laser, resulting in rapid solidification and thermal cycling. Despite the continual improvement in 
processing parameters, the microstructures of AM materials typically contain a high density of pores and 

other nonequilibrium features. The composition of superalloy 718 allows for the formation of many 

different precipitating phases, all of which could result from AM [7]. Several appear to be beneficial for 

the alloy at high temperatures (γ′ and γ″), whereas alternative phases (δ and Laves) appear to be 
detrimental [8]. Therefore, knowing the properties and microstructure controlling the properties relevant 

to the TCR operating conditions is critical for evaluating superalloy 718 as a candidate alloy. 
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However, there is very limited literature on the precipitate stability in Ni-based superalloys under 
irradiation. Traditionally, superalloy 718 has been irradiated in the precipitate-hardened condition with a γ 

primary phase strengthened by γ′ (Ni3(Al,Ti)) and γ″ (Ni3Nb) precipitates. In reactor irradiations, γ′ 

coarsened at higher temperatures, precipitated at grain boundaries, and changed morphology from 

spherical precipitates to elongated structures in Ni-based alloy PE-16 [9, 10]. With ion irradiation at a 
lower temperature (360°C), the γ′ precipitation was accelerated relative to aging at the same temperature 

[11], and radiation dissolved precipitates at 200°C and lower temperatures [12, 13]. The AM process 

typically results in a γ phase lattice with Laves phase (Ni2Nb) dendrites [14–18]. The Laves phase is 
generally considered to be detrimental to the mechanical properties of superalloy 718 [19]. The fraction of 

the Laves phase can be reduced by increasing the cooling rate during the AM fabrication process [15]. 

However, it is suggested that the Laves phase is an unavoidable terminal solidification phase when 
cooling through the liquidus and solidus lines [20] based on the welding behavior of alloy 718 [21]. There 

is very little irradiation knowledge on the radiation response of Laves or δ, both of which compete with γ″ 

for Nb. Thus, there is a scientific and technical objective to examine the roles of precipitates on the 

irradiated microstructure and mechanical properties using the AM process for potential reactor 

applications. 

1.2 PERFORMED WORK 

Materials testing tasks and characterization aimed to build a preliminary database for the mechanical 
properties of Inconel 718 produced through LPBF. Multiple sets of specimens have been manufactured 

and heat treated for mechanical tests before irradiation and for insertion into the High Flux Isotope 

Reactor (HFIR). Specimens of the SS-J2 miniature tensile geometry were manufactured from LPBF-
produced blocks of superalloy 718. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) characterized the microstructure at the nano- to micro-scales.  

This report presents the preliminary microstructure characterization of 3D printed Inconel 718 and the 

approach taken to understand the mechanical properties measured. First, a summary of the approach taken 
to link the mechanical properties from tensile tests to the microstructure is presented, followed by a 

description of the microstructure characterization and uniaxial tensile testing. A description of the 

methods used for each task is included for reference. Finally, the preliminary baseline information is 

summarized, and the ongoing and future planned work is described. 

1.3 PURPOSE  

This document quantifies and summarizes the microstructure and mechanical properties of Inconel 718 

produced by using an advanced manufacturing approach called LPBF. The property data are intended for 
use by the core component manufacturers, modelers, and reactor designers in the TCR program and by 

other researchers. The data can also be used in the design of advanced nuclear technology for which the 

material and manufacturing process presented within this report are of interest.  

2. APPROACH 

There is an inherent link between a material’s microstructure and macroscopic mechanical properties. In 

the broadest sense, the yield strength of a material is the sum of the inherent strength from the crystal 

lattice, 𝜎𝑌,0, with additional strength from the effects of defects and secondary phases, 𝜎𝐷, as shown in 

Eq. (1). The inherent strengthening, shown in Eq. (2), stems from of the solid solutioning strength from 

substitutional elements in the face-centered cubic (FCC) Ni lattice, 𝜎𝑆𝑆; the grain boundaries through the 

Hall-Petch relationship, 
𝑘𝑦

√𝑑
, where 𝑘𝑦 is a constant, and 𝑑 is the average grain diameter; and the 

dislocation friction stress, also known as the Peierls-Narbarro stress, 𝜏𝑃−𝑁 [22]. The impact of defects and 
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precipitates is generally described by the dispersed barrier hardening model (Eq. [3]), 𝛼𝑖𝑀𝜇𝑏√𝑁𝑖𝑑𝑖, 

where 𝛼 represents the strength of the barrier, 𝑀 is the Taylor factor, 𝜇 is the shear modulus, 𝑏 is the 

Burgers vector, 𝑁 is the density of the precipitates, and 𝑑 is their size described as an equivalent diameter. 

As stated in the background, the composition of superalloy 718 allows for the formation of many different 
precipitating phases—γʹ, γʹʹ, δ, MX carbides, Laves—all of which can result from AM [7]. Additionally, 

the oxidation of the powder used for AM fabrication results in oxide particles dispersed throughout the 

material.  

 𝜎𝑌 = 𝜎𝑌,0 + 𝜎𝐷, (1) 

 𝜎𝑌,0 = 𝜎𝑆𝑆 +
𝑘𝑦

√𝑑
 + 𝜏𝑃−𝑁,  (2) 

 𝜎𝐷 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑀𝜇𝑏√𝑁𝑖𝑑𝑖
𝛿,𝛾′,𝛾″,𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠,𝑀𝑋,𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑒
𝑖 . (3) 

The inherent complexity in the microstructure of as-built (ASB) superalloy 718 will limit the utility of 

any measured properties to determine the physical origins of those properties. Several heat treatments 

were designed to simplify the microstructure through the removal and subsequent reprecipitation of 

strengthening phases. The approach taken in this work is summarized in Figure 1. The comparison of the 
properties of each heat treatment combined with a detailed microstructural characterization to determine 

the size and density of the precipitates will allow the strength of each precipitate to be calculated. The 

relative contribution of each phase to the strength of the ASB AM superalloy 718 can be estimated from 

the calculation and characterization of the ASB microstructure.  

 

Figure 1. Experimental approach to determining the contribution of each precipitate  

phase to the properties of AM Inconel 718.  

2.1 MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS 

The Inconel 718 used in this investigation was printed in one build by using LPBF on the Concept X-Line 

2000R at the Manufacturing Demonstration Facility (MDF) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 

with a build ID of 20200206XL and a composition listed in Table 1. A reference photo for the plates 

produced is provided in Figure 2. For this report, samples were produced entirely from plate 9. The plate 
was sectioned into four pieces: three for subsequent heat treatments and one for the ASB microstructure. 

Three heat treatments of alloy 718 were designed to reduce the complexity of the AM microstructure and 

allow for comparative analysis of the microstructure and mechanical properties, and are summarized in  
Table 2. The initial homogenization treatment of 1,174°C for 2 h and 1,204°C for 6 h was chosen to remove 
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all secondary phases, including the detrimental Laves phase that typically forms during AM and competes 
with δ, γ′, and γ″ precipitates for Nb [23]. This homogenization becomes a reference case, designated as 

AM718-HM, produced by annealing at 1,093°C with no additional heat treatments to have a solution-

annealed alloy 718 without precipitates. The extensive knowledge of the precipitation in alloy 718 [24–28] 

led to the adoption of a standard heat treatment to produce δ precipitates that consist of solution annealing at 
945°C followed by aging at 718°C and then 621°C, shortened to 945°C/718°C/621°C [3, 28, 29], and 

designated as AM718-HT1. At higher temperatures, the formation of γ′ and γ″ is favored over the formation 

of δ precipitates [8, 28, 29]. A higher temperature heat treatment of 1,093°C/718°C/621°C was chosen to 
form a large density of small γ′ and γ″ precipitates, designated as AM718-HT2. A traditional wrought alloy 

718 prepared according to ASTM specifications [30] will be used as a control and compared with the AM 

specimens. After heat treatment, specimens were fabricated into the form of SS-J2 subsize tensile specimens 
[31] for uniaxial tensile tests and standardized capsules [32] for insertion into HFIR with a gauge that was 5 

mm long, 0.5mm thick, and 1.2 mm wide. Each specimen was individually engraved via a laser with a 

unique ID for tracking from the original build plate to the tensile specimen.  

 

Figure 2. Photo of the AM-produced superalloy 718 for property determination and microstructure 

characterization. 

Table 1. Composition of superalloy 718 powder used for LPBF in wt % provided by vendor Lot 119 and a 

commercially purchased wrought superalloy 718 for comparison measured with x-ray fluorescence. 

Designation Ni Fe Cr Nb Mo Ti Al Si C N O 

AM718-Lot 119 Bal. 18.22 18.99 5.15 3.0 0.93 0.50 0.04 0.04 0.012 0.016 

W718-Z1653 Bal. 18.77 17.56 5.18 2.89 0.94 0.49 0.08 0.02 - - 

 

Table 2. Heat treatments for AM718 and W718 to produce increasingly simpler microstructures for 

characterization and mechanical property measurement. The cooling between steps was performed using either 

water cooling (WC) or air cooling (AC). 

Designation 
Homogenization 

(°C/h) 
Cooling 

Solution 

anneal 

(°C/h) 

Cooling 
Aging #1 

(°C/h) 

Cooling rate 

to reach 

aging #2 

(°C/h) 

Aging #2 

(°C/h) 

Cooling 

rate to 

room 

temp. 

W718-Z1653 1174/2+1204/6 WC 1093/1 AC 718/8 55 621/8 AC 

AM718-HT1 1174/2+1204/6 WC 945/1 AC 718/8 55 621/8 AC 

AM718-HT2 1174/2+1204/6 WC 1093/1 AC 718/8 55 621/8 AC 

AM718-HM 1174/2+1204/6 WC 1093/1 AC N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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3. MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION 

TEM lamella were prepared on either an FEI Versa Nanolab 650 or an FEI Quanta Nanolab focused ion 

beam (FIB) system at the Low Activation Materials and Development Analysis (LAMDA) laboratory at 

ORNL by using standardized lift-out procedures. Each lamella was made with a thick window frame to 

prevent foil bending and twisting during sample thinning below a thickness of ~300 nm. A low-energy Ga 
ion beam (2 and 5 keV) was used to thin the ~150 nm thick lamella to a final thickness of around 80–

100 nm, which effectively eliminated the TEM-visible FIB damage induced at high-beam energy.  

The microstructure for each heat treatment of AM718 and W718 was characterized by using the FEI 
Talos F200X scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) instrument equipped with high counting 

rate EDS in LAMDA [33]. Before imaging and EDS spectra collection, the lamella was tilted to a low 

order zone axis, such as the (001), and the collection angles optimized. STEM images were collected 
across four detectors: a bright field detector, two concentric dark field detectors (DF1 and DF2), and a 

high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector. Each STEM image was collected with a region of 

interest size of 2,048 × 2,048 pixels with a resolution of ~0.7 nm/pixel. Additional images were collected 

as needed at a higher resolution of 0.16 nm/pixel to confirm the precipitate structure and composition. 
EDS-based spectrum images for precipitate measurement were taken over a broad area by using a region-

of-interest size of 1,024×1,024 pixels with a resolution of ~1.3 nm/pixel, a probe full-width half-

maximum of ~1.5 nm, and a beam current of around 3nA. Each scan had a duration of 1 h with more than 
35,000 counts/s and dead times from 1–6%. The qualitative x-ray counts were converted to quantified 

weight percentages by using the Cliff-Lorimer [34] method for calculation at each pixel.  

Each corresponding collection of STEM images and EDS spectrum images was characterized for 
nanoscale features. Precipitates were identified by using the composition expected for each phase [7] and 

overlaying the corresponding EDS maps for the elements of interest in the phase. Each feature was 

annotated by using hand counting procedures and designated as belonging to a class. These annotations 

were used to produce an image in which the type of feature present at any given pixel was labeled by a 
class number. Each feature class was individually filtered out of the image and analyzed by using the 

particle analysis function in FIJI [35] to obtain parameters for the area, perimeter, minimum width, 

maximum width, and circularity for each feature present. An equivalent diameter for each feature to use 
with the dispersed barrier hardening model was calculated using Eq. (4). The mean and standard error of 

the mean for the equivalent diameter were calculated for each identified feature of the microstructure.  

 𝑑𝑒𝑞  = √𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠. (4) 

3.1 RESULTS OF MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION 

The first characterization performed was on the ASB 3D printed Inconel 718. An overview of the 

microstructure at the micron scale is shown in Figure 3 in which the print direction is out of the page. The 

grain structure consisted of fine lath-like boundaries decorated with Nb-rich precipitates. Toward the part 

exterior, the Laves phase formed as a dendrite, and the δ phase formed on boundaries nearer the part 
interior. As both phases compete for Nb in the alloy, the distribution of each phase is likely controlled by 

the kinetics during fabrication and solidification [36]. For volumes of the part consistently above the δ 

solvus line at 1,010°C [37, 38], Laves phase formation is preferred as a metastable phase from 
solidification, whereas the δ phase forms latter in the fabrication process. During the casting and forging 

process, wrought Inconel 718 is homogenized to solution of the Laves phase that leads to the formation of 

other Nb-containing phases. At a higher magnification, a high density of γ″ precipitates were observed in 
the vicinity of larger δ phase particles (Figure 4), which is consistent with previous observations from 

AM-fabricated Inconel 718 [39] and as-cast wrought Inconel 718 [38]. The time-temperature-
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precipitation diagram suggests that at higher temperatures, such as those present during AM, the 
formation of interdendritic γ″ was favored over γ″ interior to the grain [39]. Interspersed throughout the 

grain interiors was a mixture of fine γ′ and γ″ precipitates with a very high density (Figure 5) with the 

frequency size distributions in Figure 6. Two nonoverlapping areas were examined for precipitate 

formation closer to the part interior to attempt to capture representative microstructures. A quantitative 
summary of the microstructure is included in Table 3 that contains the number of precipitates observed, 

the percentage that each precipitate phase contributes to the total precipitation, the mean equivalent 

diameter, the standard error of the mean equivalent diameter, and the number density for each phase. 
Between the two areas examined, the size and density of γ″, Laves, and oxide precipitates were found to 

be nearly identical. However, both γ′ and δ showed a large variation in density (~2×) between ASB-1 and 

ASB-2 with no carbides being observed in ASB-2. Although mechanical properties could be obtained for 
comparison with this microstructure, it is unlikely to yield correlative results because of the high level of 

complexity and heterogeneity found in the ASB Inconel 718. Therefore, ASB Inconel 718 was excluded 

from the mechanical testing campaign during FY21.  

 

Figure 3. STEM images of ASB AM Inconel 718 showing dendritic Laves phase, large δ precipitates, TiC, 

pores, oxide particles, and γ′ and γ″ precipitates.  
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Figure 4. STEM images of ASB AM Inconel 718 with corresponding EDS maps for precipitate-forming 

elements showing large δ precipitates (Ni3Nb), Laves particles (Nb-Mo-Si rich), TiC,  

and γ″ precipitates (Ni3Nb).  

 

Figure 5. Higher magnification STEM images of ASB AM Inconel 718 with corresponding EDS maps for 

precipitate forming elements showing γ′ (Ni3(Ti,Al)) and γ″ (Ni3Nb) precipitates. 
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Table 3. Summary of characterization results for precipitate phases observed in ASB AM718. The error in 

number densities is the minimum of error from counting statistics [40] or from the TEM foil thickness  

measurement. N.O. indicates that the feature was not observed. 

Alloy 

designation 
Feature 

Number of 

features 

observed 

Percent of 

total 

precipitation 

(%) 

Mean eq. 

diameter 

(nm) 

Standard 

error of mean  

(nm) 

Number density  

(m-3) 

AM718-

ASB-1 

γ' 571 16.08 8.34 0.11 2.68 ± 0.3 × 1021 

γ'' 2,484 69.94 9.47 0.14 1.17 ± 0.1 × 1022 

δ 467 13.15 9.89 0.55 2.19 ± 0.2 × 1021 

Laves 7 0.20 77.25 9.9 3.29 ± 0.6 × 1019 

Carbides 15 0.42 27.52 2.7 7.04 ± 0.9 × 1019 

Cavities 10 - 12.49 1.3 4.70 ± 0.8 × 1019 

Oxide 7 0.20 25.65 6.2 3.29 ± 0.8 × 1019 

AM718-

ASB-2 

γ' 247 8.27 10.59 0.21 1.16 ± 0.2 × 1021 

γ'' 2,570 86.01 10.05 0.09 1.21 ± 0.1 × 1022 

δ 156 5.22 14.34 1.9 7.33 ± 0.9 × 1020 

Laves 9 0.30 51.56 14.9 4.23 ± 0.4 × 1019 

Carbides N.O. - - - - 

Cavities 26 - 9.24 0.44 1.27 ± 0.3 × 1020 

Oxide 7 0.20 14.3 6.7 2.82 ± 0.6 × 1019 

 

 

Figure 6. Precipitate size distributions for γ′, γ″, and δ phases in ASB AM Inconel 718.  

The microstructure found in the heat-treated specimens was not as complex as the ASB AM718. 

Representative STEM HAADF images for the wrought Inconel 718 and the three heat treatments of 
AM718 are shown in Figure 7. The wrought alloy contained the expected microstructure that consists of a 

high density of fine γ′ and γ″ precipitates consistent with the ASTM-prescribed microstructure for 

precipitate-hardened superalloys [30]. Following the homogenization treatment to produce AM718-HM, 
the microstructure consisted of a low density of remaining oxide and carbide particles and dissolved all 

Laves, δ, γ′, or γ″ phases present in the ASB AM718. After aging, the AM718-HT1 and AM718-HT2 

treatments appeared qualitatively similar and contained a high density of fine γ′, γ″, and δ precipitates 
with AM718-HT2 having greater precipitate densities overall. However, AM718-HT1 contained a higher 
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fraction of δ phase, as expected from the heat treatment. The quantitative analysis of γ′, γ″, and δ particles 
is provided in Table 4 with the size distribution of γ′, γ″, and δ precipitates from each heat treatment 

shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 7. STEM HAADF images of wrought Inconel 718, AM718-HT1, AM718-HT2, and AM718-HM 

showing the mixture of γ′, γ″, and δ as bright features and oxides as dark features.  
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Table 4. Summary of characterization results for precipitate phases observed in heat-treated AM718. The 

error in number densities is the minimum of error from counting statistics [40] or from the TEM foil thickness 
measurement. N.O. indicates that the feature was not observed. N/A indicates there was not enough of  

the feature to calculate this value.  

Alloy 

designation 
Feature 

Number of 

features 

observed 

Percent of 

total 

precipitation 

(%) 

Mean eq. 

diameter  

(nm) 

Standard 

error of mean  

(nm) 

Number density  

(m-3) 

AM718-HT1 

γ' 407 7.39 8.16 0.09 1.91 ± 0.2 × 1021 

γ'' 4,615 83.74 8.93 0.04 2.17 ± 0.2 × 1022 

δ 487 8.84 8.17 0.08 2.29 ± 0.2 × 1021 

Laves N.O. - - - - 

Carbides 2 0.04 35.2 14.4 9.39 ± 1.2 × 1018 

Cavities N.O. - - - - 

Oxide N.O. - - - -  

AM718-HT2 

γ' 846 9.93 6.80 0.073 3.97 ± 0.4 × 1021 

γ'' 7,208 84.59 7.72 0.024 3.39 ± 0.3 × 1022 

δ 466 5.47 7.06 0.062 2.19 ± 0.2 × 1021 

Laves N.O.  - - - - 

Carbides 1 0.01 63.59 N/A 4.70 ± 2.4 × 1018 

Cavities N.O. - - - - 

Oxide N.O.  - - - - 

AM718-HM-

1 

γ' N.O. - - - - 

γ'' N.O. - - - - 

δ N.O. - - - - 

Laves N.O. - - - - 

Carbides 3 75.00 45.79 13.7 1.41 ± 0.5 × 1019 

Cavities N.O. - - - - 

Oxide 1 25.00 135.89 N/A 4.70 ± 2.4 × 1018 

AM718-HM-
2 

γ' N.O. - - - - 

γ'' N.O. - - - - 

δ N.O. - - - - 

Laves N.O. - - - - 

Carbides 4 66.67 81.83 49.5 1.88 ± 0.6 × 1019 

Cavities 1  - 11.10 N/A 4.70 ± 2.4 × 1018 

Oxide 2 33.33 47.33 40.9 9.39 ± 1.8 × 1018 
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Figure 8. Precipitate size distributions for γ′, γ″, and δ phases in heat-treated AM Inconel 718.  

4. BASELINE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

SS-J2 specimens were tested for baseline mechanical properties by using uniaxial tensile straining. Room 

temperature tensile straining was conducted according to ASTM E8/E8M and ASTM E21-20 for elevated 
temperatures. The straining was maintained at a crosshead displacement of 0.15mm/min for a strain rate 

of 5 × 10-4 s-1 to avoid complications typical at high strain rates [41]. Specimens were strained to failure at 

the test temperature, as shown in Table 5.  

Table 5. Tensile tests conducted in FY21 of AM718 and W718 at 

 room temperature and elevated temperatures.  

Alloy designation 
Number of specimens tested at each temperature 

Room temperature 300°C 450°C 600°C 

W718 5 5 5 5 

AM718-HT1 5 5 5 5 

AM718-HT2 5 5 5 5 

AM718-HM 5 5 5 5 

 

This report was limited to room temperature tensile properties because it is the most common data 

available in literature. Representative engineering stress-strain curves for each heat treatment of AM718 

and the reference wrought alloy 718, labeled as W718, strained at room temperature are shown in Figure 
9. Engineering stress-strain curves for each strained specimen from each condition are displayed in Figure 

10. From these curves, the common engineering properties of elastic modulus, 0.2% offset yield strength, 

uniform elongation, ultimate tensile stress, fracture strain, and fracture stress were calculated and included 

in Table 6.  
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Figure 9. Representative engineering stress-strain curves for heat-treated AM Inconel 718 and wrought 

Inconel 718 at room temperature.  
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Figure 10. Individual engineering stress-strain curves for wrought Inconel 718 (a) and heat-treated AM 

Inconel 718 (b–d) at room temperature.  

Table 6. Engineering properties derived from room temperature tensile tests conducted in FY21 of wrought 

Inconel 718 and heat-treated AM Inconel 718. Values reported are the average of all tested specimens and 

associated standard deviation.  

Designation 

Test 

temp. 

(°C) 

Elastic 

modulus 

(GPa) 

0.2% offset 

yield  

(MPa) 

Uniform 

elongation 

(%) 

Ultimate 

tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Fracture 

strain  

(%) 

Fracture 

stress  

(MPa) 

W718-Z1653 22 213 ± 2.3 772 ± 95.5 14.9 ± 1.8 1,067 ± 42.8 19.7 ± 2.1 844.9 ± 89.3 

AM718-HT1 22 244 ± 1.9 806 ± 59.6 14.6 ± 1.9 1,365 ± 20.3 21.2 ± 2.1 1,158 ± 51.7 

AM718-HT2 22 234 ± 1.2 788 ± 65.7 18.5 ± 2.7 1,316 ± 21.4 23.5 ± 3.3 1,159 ± 28.0 

AM718-HM 22 131 ± 6.1 389 ± 17.0 54.1 ± 1.2 824 ± 23.4 66.7 ± 1.7 635 ± 30.0 

 

The wrought Inconel 718 displayed the expected behavior for a precipitate-hardened alloy consisting of a 

large yield stress and high ultimate tensile stress. However, both the yield and ultimate tensile stress were 

15–20% lower than expected for the ASTM heat treatment [8, 42] and had an increased uniform 
elongation and fracture strain compared with literature [8, 38, 43]. The combination of these observations 

suggests one of two possibilities. The first possibility is that the heat treatment did not nucleate all the 
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possible γ″ precipitates that could form from the Nb content in the wrought Inconel 718, requiring further 
aging to complete precipitation. The second possibility is that a fraction of the metastable γ″ transformed 

into δ-phase precipitates as predicted by the time-temperature-transformation diagram [37]. Although δ 

precipitates shares the composition of Ni3Nb with γ″, the lattice-precipitate interface is incoherent for the 

δ-phase, reducing its contribution to the strength [8]. Quantitative microstructural characterization of the 

wrought alloy 718 is in progress to determine the size and density of precipitating phases.  

Following similar heat treatments to the ASTM treatment as done with AM718-HT1 and AM718-HT2 ( 

Table 2), the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength increased relative to W718 and well within 
ASTM specifications of Inconel 718 [42]. The AM718-HT2 condition displayed many uniform 

elongations after yield compared with AM718-HT1. Comparing the microstructures of these two 

conditions from Table 4, both exhibited a high density of γ″ precipitates on the order of 1022 m-3 with 
AM718-HT-2 having a larger density. However, AM718-HT1 had a higher fraction of the δ-phase, which 

likely contributed to the decrease in uniform elongation. The agreement in the uniform elongation 

between AM718-HT-1 and W718 lends support to the aforementioned hypothesis regarding the formation 

of δ-phase precipitates in W718.  

When the precipitates were removed through homogenization and solution annealing (AM718-HM), the 

yield stress and ultimate tensile strength decreased with a significantly larger uniform elongation and 

fracture strain consistent with solution-annealed Inconel 718 [44]. However, the elastic modulus was 
significantly lower than the 190–220 GPa range expected for polycrystalline Ni [45]. In the literature, a 

decreased elastic modulus was found when annealing at high temperatures for 1 h to achieve values of 

165–172 GPa [46–51]. Increasing the annealing temperature reduced the elastic modulus linearly and 
correlated with an increase in the grain size [48]. Compared with these previous works, the 

homogenization treatment was performed for a much longer time, and thus this condition likely 

experienced grain growth. The solid solution of Nb in the FCC Ni lattice might also contribute to this 

observation because solute additions of Cu have generated local minima in the elastic properties [46, 48]. 

Investigations to determine the grain size and effect of Nb in a solid solution are ongoing.  

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Microstructure characterization and baseline mechanical testing were performed on additively 
manufactured Inconel 718 produced via LPBF. This discussion focuses on the correlations between the 

microstructure of the heat-treated Inconel 718 and the corresponding tensile properties. The key findings 

and conclusions derived from this work are summarized as follows.  

1. The microstructure of ASB Inconel 718 contained many of the phases predicted from the isothermal 
phase diagram with strong variation, depending on where in the part was examined at the nano- to 

micro-scales. The inherent complexity of the ASB Inconel 718 would muddle the interpretation of 

any mechanical properties, so it was excluded from the mechanical testing campaign.  

2. Three heat treatments were employed to control the precipitate morphology in additively 

manufactured Inconel 718 after fabrication. Microstructure homogenization led to a highly ductile 

Inconel with lower strength compared with wrought Inconel 718. The tensile properties of additively 
manufactured 718 that use a standard ASTM-recommended heat treatment were consistent with the 

literature. A higher fraction of the δ phase in AM718-HT1 led to shorter uniform elongation with all 

other engineering properties being equivalent to AM718-HT2.  
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6. FUTURE WORK 

Although several engineering properties were determined by using the approach and methods described in 

this report, there are still several areas in which this work is expected to grow. The microstructure and 

properties were determined for the three simpler heat treatments of AM Inconel 718, and properties for 

the ASB AM Inconel 718 were not collected because of the lack of in situ monitoring during the build 
process. One strong goal of the TCR program is to not only link the fabrication parameters with the 

resulting properties but to also use the data recorded during fabrication to predict and qualify a 

component. Therefore, future work to collect the properties of AM-produced Inconel 718 will be pursued 
when an in situ database is available on the Concept X-Line 2000R at the MDF. This capability is 

expected to be available in FY22. Baseline mechanical properties and a qualitative interpretation of the 

microstructure for a wrought Inconel 718 were included in this report, and quantitative microstructure 

characterization will be completed in late FY21.  

6.1 NEUTRON IRRADIATION PLAN AND PIE 

Because of the lack of irradiation data on the precipitates and mechanical properties of Ni superalloys, the 

TCR program developed a neutron irradiation plan using HFIR to investigate the TCR’s response to the 
combined environment of high temperatures and radiation damage. The irradiation test matrix, shown in 

Table 7, comprised two temperatures, representing the bounds of the TCR operating conditions, and two 

cycle durations to explore low neutron doses and a dose exceeding the planned operation of TCR. Given 
the inherent complexity in the ASB superalloy 718, the wrought alloy 718 and the three heat treatments of 

AM 718 were chosen for studying irradiation effects on the microstructure and mechanical properties. 

The capsules were built according to the general tensile capsule design to accommodate subsize 
specimens [32]. The capsules that contained these specimens were inserted in May 2021. The first set of 

capsules was removed in June 2021. The second set will be removed in FY22. Post irradiation 

examination of Inconel 718 for mechanical properties and irradiated microstructure characterization is a 

planned activity for the TCR program in FY22. An aging effect study on the Inconel 718 alloy samples 

will be also performed in the same period. 

Table 7. HFIR irradiation conditions for Inconel 718 as part of TCR.  

Capsule type Samples included 
Samples per 

capsule 

Number of HFIR 

cycles 

Target temperature 

(°C) ± 50°C 

SS-J2 Tensile 

W718 

AM718-HT1 

AM718-HT2 

AM718-HM 

24 1 300 

SS-J2 Tensile 

W718 

AM718-HT1 

AM718-HT2 

AM718-HM 

24 5 300 

SS-J2 Tensile 

W718 

AM718-HT1 

AM718-HT2 

AM718-HM 

24 1 600 

SS-J2 Tensile 

W718 

AM718-HT1 
AM718-HT2 

AM718-HM 

24 5 600 
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